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Abstract
This paper describes the Aggregate Remote Memory Copy
Interface (ARMCI), a portable high performance remote
memory access communication interface, developed originally under the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Advanced
Computational Testing and Simulation Toolkit project and
currently used and advanced as a part of the run-time
layer of the DOE project, Programming Models for Scalable Parallel Computing. The paper discusses the model,
addresses challenges of portable implementations, and
demonstrates that ARMCI delivers high performance on a
variety of platforms. Special emphasis is placed on the
latency hiding mechanisms and ability to optimize noncontiguous data transfers.
Key words: Remote Memory Access, one-sided communication, programming models, ARMCI, high performance
networks

Introduction

Remote memory access (RMA) operations facilitate an
intermediate programming model between message passing and shared memory. This model combines some advantages of shared memory, such as direct access to shared/
global data, and the message-passing model, namely the
control over locality and data distribution. Certain types
of shared memory applications can be implemented using
this approach. In some other cases, remote memory operations can be used as a high-performance alternative to
message passing. On many modern platforms, RMA is
directly supported by hardware and is the lowest-level
and often most efficient communication paradigm available (Nieplocha et al. 2002a).
A portable RMA interface is needed both for developing applications and for creating a communication layer
for libraries and compiler run-time systems, especially for
the reemerging global address space languages. ARMCI
was developed to serve the latter purpose (Nieplocha and
Carpenter 1999; Nieplocha and Ju 2000; Nieplocha et al.
2002a; Nieplocha et al. 2003) by complementing MPI-2
(message passing interface), which targets application developers and imposes certain rules and restrictions on data
access (e.g. window serialization, access epochs) or progress
rules that are absent in vendor-specific interfaces such as
the Cray SHMEM (Bariuso and Knies 1994), IBM LAPI
(Shah et al. 1998), and Quadrics Elan (Petrini et al. 2003).
These rules and restrictions were introduced to increase
portability (for use in heterogeneous environments), increase
consistency of application programming interface (API)
and compatibility with MPI-1, improve language interoperability, and reduce opportunities for writing erroneous
application code (e.g. locks for remote memory in passive
communication model or access epochs to memory
exposed through the MPI windows). ARMCI, on the other
hand, leaves the library/compiler developer in charge of
managing protection and consistency of data accessed by
RMA communication and does not support heterogeneous environments or provide Fortran bindings. Therefore,
ARMCI, as a more streamlined system, is able to focus on
delivering performance in addition to providing a widespread portability for homogeneous hardware platforms.
Many of the existing native RMA systems offer only
limited or no interfaces for noncontiguous data transfers,
the capability often needed in scientific applications. The
well-known Cray SHMEM library (Bariuso and Knies
1994), available on all the Cray and SGI platforms as
well as on clusters of PCs (Parkin et al. 1997; Parzyszek,
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Fig. 1 ARMCI can coexist with MPI as an implementation layer for multiple programming models and applications. Collective operations are provided by MPI.

Nieplocha, and Kendall 2000), supports only put/get operations for contiguous data and scatter/gather operations
for the basic data types. The Virtual Interface Architecture
(VIA) (Compaq Computer Corp., Intel Corp., and Microsoft Corp. 1997) and more recent industry Infiniband interface specification go further in terms of supporting such
transfers. However, its scatter/gather type of operations
can transfer data between a noncontiguous location in
memory and a contiguous buffer. For example, in scientific codes, where data in a section of one array is transferred to a section of another array, the Infiniband remote
direct memory access (RDMA) interfaces would require
additional memory copy to an intermediate buffer and
1
therefore are not optimal . Extensive support for handling
noncontiguous data transfers is an important characteristic of ARMCI. It offers explicit noncontiguous communication interfaces with strided and generalized I/O vector
APIs and then uses a variety of techniques (e.g. active messages, threads, nonblocking communication, pipelining)
to optimize their performance.
Because ARMCI was developed to support development of libraries and compiler run-time systems, for practical reasons it was designed also to be compatible with
message-passing libraries, primarily MPI but also parallel
virtual machine (PVM). Such compatibility is necessary
for applications that frequently use hybrid programming
models or rely on standard parallel libraries, such as
ScaLAPACK (Blackford et al. 1997). In addition, the collective operations used by most parallel applications are
provided by MPI. ARMCI was developed originally as a
part the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) advanced computational software collection (DOE2000 ACTS Toolkit)
project. Currently, it is used as a part of the run-time system developed by the Center for Programming Models for
Scalable Parallel Computing project (pmodels), sponsored
by DOE. For example, ARMCI is used to implement Global Arrays (GA) (Nieplocha, Harrison, and Littlefield 1994,
1996; Nieplocha et al. 2002b), the portable Co-Array Fortran
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(CAF) compiler (Numrich and Reid 1998 ), and the portable
SHMEM library (Parzyszek, Nieplocha, and Kendall 2000)
(see Figure 1). In the past, it has been used also in the
Adlib PCRC run-time system (Nieplocha and Carpenter
1999) for a high-performance Fortran (HPF) compiler. In
addition, ARMCI has been adopted by the Cray Corporation and offered on their latest Cray XD1 supercomputer.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
the RMA model and compares the approach of ARMCI to
other RMA interfaces. Section 3 describes the capabilities
of ARMCI. Section 4 focuses on capabilities ARMCI offers
for latency hiding. Section 5 describes the architecture,
protocols, and techniques used in the ARMCI implementation to deliver high performance across a variety of platforms. Section 6 provides experimental results. Finally,
conclusions are presented in Section 7.
2 RMA Communication and the
ARMCI Approach
The traditional RMA communication facilitates data transfers between a buffer of a local processor and another
location in the remote processor memory. However, cooperation with the remote processor is not required to complete the data transfer. The RMA model is closely aligned
with RDMA capabilities of modern networks (Infiniband,
Myrinet, VIA, Elan), which provide hardware support to
read from or write to remote memory locations. With the
exception of Elan, which offers virtual memory RDMA,
the networks listed above require the source and destination buffers to be registered with the network adapter in
advance of the communication. Registration allows the
network adapter driver to establish virtual memory translations and lock the buffers in physical memory. RDMA is
a simple communication model that enables network adapters on two ends of the network to complete data transfer
asynchronously and avoid remote-host processing. This
simplicity makes RDMA, in most cases, the highest-performance data-transfer mechanism available. If communication buffers are registered, RMA operations such as
put or get map directly to the RDMA write or put operations
supported by the hardware. Because the RMA model does
not require a remote processor to match message tags or
deal with early message arrivals, as required in message
passing, RMA can achieve higher performance on these
networks as well.
MPI-2 offers one version of RMA with two specific
variations—active and passive target one-sided communication. For wide portability (including heterogeneous
platforms) and other reasons discussed by the MPI Forum,
the MPI-2 RMA model is rather different from the RMA
flavors found in vendor-specific interfaces, such as LAPI
on the IBM SP, RDMA on the Hitachi SR-8000, MPlib on
the Fujitsu VPP-5000, or SHMEM on the Cray systems (see
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ware or making calls to standard system libraries calls (e.g.
LAPACK) limit feasibility of that approach in practice.
2.2 Overlapping Communication with
Computations

Figure 2). Differences between these models can be significant in terms of progress rules and semantics, and they
also can affect performance. MPI-2 offers a model closely
aligned with traditional message passing (MPI-1) and
includes high-level concepts such as windows, epochs,
and distinct progress rules for passive and active target
communication. A recent paper (Bonachea and Duell 2003)
asserts that the MPI-2 model is not optimal for implementing global address space languages due to excessive
synchronization and its complex progress rules.

Despite the progress in networking technologies, the gap
between processor speed and network latency has been
increasing. As a result of this trend, the ability to overlap
communication with computation through the use of nonblocking communication is becoming critical. Given the
simplicity of its communication model (with source and
destination for data transfer explicitly known, no send/
receive tag and buffer matching, and no early message
arrival processing), RMA offers opportunities for designing implementations that provide a high degree of overlap
between communication and computations. In addition to
reducing or eliminating data movement on the remote side,
a communication library should return control to the user
program as soon as possible, giving the application an
opportunity to work on computations while the communication is being completed by the underlying network hardware. ARMCI offers nonblocking versions of the RMA
operations and strives to maximize the potential for overlapping communication with computation on individual
platforms.

2.1

2.3

Fig. 2 Comparison of communication calls in the Cray
SHMEM, MPI-2 “active target,” and MPI-2 “passive target” communication. The solid lines illustrate data transfer. Dotted lines illustrate matching calls (active target)
or potential synchronization (passive target).

Communication Progress

ARMCI distinguishes itself from MPI-2 by relying on
simpler progress rules, which are motivated by hardware
support for the RMA operations on the current architectures. The progress rules in ARMCI follow those in the
Cray SHMEM. Unlike many other portable RMA interfaces, such as the one-sided “active” communication model
in the MPI-2, or put/get operations in Generic Active Messages (Culler et al. 1994), GASNet (Bonachea 2002), or
Data Movement and Control Substrate (DMCS; Barker et al.
2002), ARMCI guarantees that its one-sided operations
are fully unilateral (i.e. complete regardless of the actions
taken by the remote process). In particular, polling the
application by remote process (implicit when making a
library call, or explicit by calling provided polling interface) is not required for communication progress. In this
respect, ARMCI is similar to the MPI “passive target” and
the vendor-specific RMA interfaces2. In designing ARMCI,
we assumed that relying on explicit or implicit polling would
reduce responsiveness (Bhoedjang, Ruhl, and Bal 1998;
Perkovic and Keleher 1999) and lead to an intolerable
increase in latencies when the remote process is in the
purely computational phase of execution and thus unable
to assist in completion of data transfers. Although compilers
can insert polling calls into the user code, many real applications relying on third-party and mixed-language soft-

Noncontiguous Data Transfers

Another important design goal for ARMCI is to optimize
performance of noncontiguous data transfers. Noncontiguous data transfers in scientific computing are quite common—for example, they correspond to communication
involving sections of multidimensional dense arrays or
sparse matrix operations. In the absence of the noncontiguous interfaces, such applications 1) use multiple contiguous calls (preferably nonblocking) or 2) pack noncontiguous
data to a contiguous buffer, transfer the data, and then
unpack. Neither of these alternatives provides optimal performance. For the first approach, in most cases, the performance loss is due to the communication subsystem
handling each contiguous portion of the data as a separate
message. This causes the communication startup costs to
be incurred multiple times rather than once. The second
approach, although it can provide acceptable performance
in the send/receive model, is hardly appropriate for RMA
communication because explicit cooperation with the
remote process would be required to either pack (for put)
or unpack (for get) the data on the remote side.
On modern systems, there are many ways a communication library could optimize the performance if a noncontiguous communication interface is used. For example, it
could 1) minimize the number of underlying network
packets by packing distinct blocks of data into as few
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packets as possible, 2) minimize the number of interrupts
in the interrupt-driven message-delivery systems, and 3)
take advantage of any available shared memory optimizations (prefetching/poststoring) on the shared memory
systems. In principle, remote copy operations should map
directly—without intermediate copying of the data—to
the native high-performance memory copy operations
(including bulk data transfer facilities) on shared memory
hardware.
2.4

Memory Model

For performance reasons, ARMCI operations require
remote data to be allocated using the provided memory
allocation functions. This requirement allows ARMCI to
use the type of memory that allows fastest access (e.g.
shared memory on SMP clusters). In addition, the library
provides a memory allocator for local memory. The local
memory allocator is optional and could be used by applications for allocating “good” memory that makes communication from it faster.
One of the issues central to performance and scalability
is memory consistency. Although the sequential consistency model (Scheurich and Dubois 1987) is straightforward
to use, weaker consistency models (Dubois, Scheurich, and
Briggs 1986) can offer higher performance on modern
architectures and have been implemented on actual hardware. The ARMCI approach is to use a weaker than sequential consistency model that is still relatively straightforward
for an application programmer. It is similar to the location
consistency model of Gao and Sarkar (2000).
ARMCI distinguishes two types of completion of the
store operations (i.e. put, scatter) targeting global shared
memory—local and remote. The blocking store operation
returns after the operation is completed locally; i.e. the user
buffer containing the source of the data can be reused.
The operation completes remotely after either a memory
fence operation or a global barrier synchronization is called.
The fence operation is required in the critical sections of
the user code if the globally visible data is modified.
The blocking operations (put/scatter) are ordered only
if they target the same destination. Operations that do not
go to the same destination can complete in arbitrary order.
The nonblocking load/store operations complete in arbitrary
order. The programmer uses wait/test operations to order
completion of these operations, if desired. Ordering can
be removed from blocking operations by simply replacing
the original blocking operation by a nonblocking operation followed immediately by the wait operation.
2.5

Implementation Flexibility

Some networks and native communication interfaces on
these networks do not have direct support for all the RMA
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operations offered by the portable interfaces discussed
above. Other networks have a rich functionality set but
introduce substantial performance compromises. For example, IBM LAPI (Shah et al. 1998), an active message library
for the IBM SPs, does support contiguous and noncontiguous RMA but is not copy-free and requires implicit use of
the host processor (CPU) on both sides of data transfer.
As the memory copies degrade performance and host
CPU resources are taken away from the application, this
approach usually has an adverse affect on the overall
application performance and scalability. To maximize
application performance, it is important to avoid data
movement and protocol processing on the remote side as
much as possible. RMA models that require explicit synchronization might incur overhead on the part of the
application running on the remote side. For example, the
MPI-2 one-sided operations involve synchronization
between the source and the destination for every onesided operation via a fence, a lock, or a dedicated PostWait coordination in the active target mode (Gropp et al.
1998; Traff, Ritzdorf, and Hempel 2000), at least in principle.
The ARMCI specification does not describe or assume
any particular implementation model, e.g. threads. The
implementation should exploit the most efficient mechanisms available on a given platform and might include
active messages, native put/get, shared memory, and/or
threads.
3

Overview of Capabilities

ARMCI offers extensive functionality in the area of RMA
communication: 1) data transfer operations, 2) atomic operations, 3) locks, and 4) memory management and synchronization operations. In scientific computing, applications
often require transfers of noncontiguous data that correspond to fragments of multidimensional arrays, sparse
matrices, or other more complex data structures. With
remote memory communication APIs that support only
contiguous data transfers, it is necessary to transfer noncontiguous data using multiple communication operations. This often leads to inefficient network utilization
and involves increased overhead. ARMCI, however, offers
explicit noncontiguous data interfaces—strided and generalized I/O vectors that allow descriptions of the data
layout so that they could, in principle, be transferred in a
single message (described below). Of course, the effectiveness of actual transfers depends on the ability of
underlying networks to deal with noncontiguous data
(e.g. scatter/gather operations). However, even when scatter/gather operations are not supported by the network,
the ARMCI strided and vector operations take advantage of the information—for example, at the level of data
packing/unpacking (in the client/server implementation
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described in Section 5)—so that the overall number of messages and network packets is reduced.
ARMCI relies on a message-passing library (e.g. MPI)
for interaction with the resource manager, process creation,
and management of the execution environment. Special
effort is needed at the implementation stage to ensure that
the programmer can use message-passing calls along with
ARMCI calls. This interoperability is essential due to the
widespread popularity of MPI.
3.1

Fig. 3 Source and destination pointer arrays. Non-contiguous data transfer using generalized vector format.

Data Transfer Operations

A get operation transfers data from the remote process
memory (source) to the calling process local memory (destination). A put operation transfers data from the local memory of the calling process (source) to the memory of a
remote process (destination). Register-memory operations
(value_put/value_get) transfer a value stored in a register
of local process to remote process memory (destination) by
avoiding the overhead of passing through the buffer management layer (local memory subsystem).
The nonblocking API is derived from the blocking
interface by adding a handle argument that identifies an
instance of the nonblocking request. All the nonblocking
transfer functions are prototyped to work as transfers with
both an “explicit” and an “implicit” handle, which store
important information about the initiated data transfer.
The descriptor is implemented as an abstract data type.
This is motivated by a simpler implementation so that a
data transfer descriptor can be stored in the application
space. If a NULL value is passed to the argument representing a handle (thus representing an implicit handle),
the function does an implicit handle nonblocking transfer.
The handle can be used to represent multiple operations
of the same type (i.e. all puts or all gets). Using the so called
aggregate handle, multiple requests can be internally combined and processed as a single message (actually by calling ARMCI_PutV/GetV/AccV). Nonblocking operations
allow users to initiate an RMA call and then return control
to the user program. The data transfer is completed locally
by calling a wait operation. Waiting on a nonblocking put
operation ensures that data is injected into the network
and the user buffer can be reused. In case of blocking and
nonblocking store operations, before accessing the modified data safely from other nodes, the programmer has to
issue a fence operation (ARMCI_Fence). ARMCI_Fence
completes data transfers on the remote side. Unlike the
blocking operation, the nonblocking operations are not
ordered.
3.2

tures. If the global data structure is a multidimensional
array (which is common), then the data to be transferred
is not contiguous (i.e. single block), but is made up of
multiple blocks of contiguous data (i.e. noncontiguous).
In ARMCI, noncontiguous data transfer can be done in
three ways: 1) contiguous data transfer for each and every
block, 2) noncontiguous data copied into a contiguous
buffer and sent in a single data transfer, or 3) the optimized noncontiguous data formats in ARMCI for high
performance. ARMCI offers two formats to describe noncontiguous layouts of data in memory—generalized I/O
vector and strided.
3.2.1 Generalized I/O vector (GIOV) format Generalized I/O vector is the most general format intended
for multiple sets of equally sized data segments moved
between arbitrary local and remote memory locations. It
extends the format used in the UNIX readv/writev operations. It uses two arrays of pointers, one for source and
one for destination addresses (see Figures 3 and 4). The
length of each array is equal to the number of segments.
Some operations that would map well to this format
include scatter and gather. The format also would allow
transferring a triangular section of a two-dimensional array
in one operation. For example, in the generalized I/O vector format, a put operation that copies data to the process
memory (proc) has the following interface:
int ARMCI_PutV(armci_giov_t dscr_arr[],
int arr_len, int proc)

Noncontiguous Data Transfers

In most scientific applications, data transfer among processes represents the data, which is part of global data struc-

Fig. 4

ARMCI Vector and Strided data structures.
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The first argument is an array of size arr_len. Each
array element specifies a set of equally sized segments of
data copied from the local memory to the memory at the
remote process proc.
3.2.2 Strided format Strided format is an optimization of the generalized I/O vector format. It is intended to
minimize storage required to describe sections of dense
multidimensional arrays. Instead of including addresses for
all the segments, it specifies only an address of the first
segment in the set for source and destination (Figures 4
and 5). The addresses of the other segments can be computed using the stride information. With the strided format, a put operation that copies data to the destination
(proc) has the following interface:
int ARMCI_PutS(src_ptr, src_stride_arr,
dst_ptr, dst_stride_arr, count,
stride_levels, proc)

The first argument is an array of size arr_len. Each
array element specifies a set of equally sized segments of
data to be copied from the local memory to the memory at
the remote process proc. The ARMCI counterpart of the
contiguous put operation available in other libraries (such as
shmem_put operation on Cray T3E) can easily be expressed
in terms of either a vector or strided ARMCI put operation. Assume two two-dimensional C arrays residing on
different processes. To put a block of data, 3 × 6, starting
at location (1,2) in A to B in location (3,4), the arguments
of ARMCI_PutS can be set as follows (also see Figure 6):
ARMCI_PutS(src_ptr, NULL, dst_ptr, NULL,
&nbytes, 0, proc)

Fig. 6

Strided data structure, an example.

destination pointers must be specified for each segment
(column) in the sequence. With the strided format, only
the source and destination addresses for the first segment
(or block) have to be specified and the rest can be computed based on the stride arguments. The savings from
using strided format can be quite substantial for a larger
number of segments.
3.3

Atomic and Synchronization Operations

In addition to the data transfer operations, two types of
atomic operations are provided—accumulate and readmodify-write. The accumulate operation is similar to put,
except instead of overwriting the remote memory location,
it atomically updates the remote data. In particular, it adds
a content of the local memory (scaled a specified factor)
to the data in the remote location. Accumulate works on
integer and floating-point data types, including complex
numbers. The data types supported are int, long, float, double, complex, and double complex types. To maximize

Figure 7 illustrates the memory layout and storage
requirements in the two ARMCI formats used to describe
transfers of a 3 × 3 × 3 section of a three-dimensional
array. With the generalized I/O vector format, source and

Fig. 5 Strided format for 2-dimensional array sections
using column major layout.
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Fig. 7 Memory layout and storage requirements needed
to describe transfers of a 3 × 3 × 3 section of a threedimensional array: The vector API uses 18 pointers
(source & destination for 9 segments) and 1 + 1 ints =
20 words. The strided API needs 2 pointers (source and
destination) and 2 + 2 + 1 + 3 ints = 10 words.
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opportunities for efficient implementation, it is not specified
which process will perform the required computations.
Another type of atomic operation available is readmodify-write. Two types of operators for that operation are
supported—fetch-and-add and swap. The fetch-and-add
combines the specified integer (int or long) value with the
corresponding integer value at the remote memory location and returns the original value found at that location.
This operation can be used to implement shared counters
and other synchronization mechanisms. The data types
support int and long. The swap operation swaps the content of remote memory location with the specified local
integer value. The operation is supported also for int and
long data types.
ARMCI supports distributed mutex operations for synchronization required in critical sections of the user code.
The user can create a set of mutexes associated with a specified process and use locking operations (ARMCI_Lock/
ARMCI_Unlock) on individual mutexes in that set.
3.4

Memory Allocation

For performance reasons, ARMCI operations require the
remote data to be allocated using the provided memory
allocation function, ARMCI_Malloc. This requirement
allows ARMCI to use the type of memory that allows
fastest access (e.g. shared memory on SMP clusters). In
addition, the library provides a local memory allocator,
ARMCI_Malloc_local. Although it is not required to use
that interface for allocating communication buffers, on
some platforms (e.g. Myrinet or Infiniband clusters)
substantial performance benefits could be achieved by
doing so. This is because the library can allocate “best
type of memory” for the inter-processor communication. ARMCI_Malloc is a collective memory allocator,
whereas ARMCI_Malloc_local works like the standard
Malloc call. Another important difference between these
calls is that only memory allocated with ARMCI_Malloc
is accessible from other processors. Memory allocated
by ARMCI_Malloc_local is private to the given processor.
3.5

2004) to optimize performance of the parallel matrix multiplication.
ARMCI provides system configuration information
through a set of interfaces that recursively define communication domains. For example, on a cluster with SMP
nodes, there are two communication domains—shared
memory within the SMP node and network domain
between the nodes. For such a system, the programmer
can determine logical assignment and proximity of tasks
within each SMP node and take advantage of shared memory communication, thus avoiding the memory copy. A
scalable shared memory system, such as SGI Altix, is represented by a single shared memory domain. Similarly,
on the Cray X1, the memory allocated by ARMCI can be
used directly through the load/store operations, thus
avoiding the overhead of the function calls and increasing
the opportunities for code vectorization. However, because
remote shared memory on the X1 is not cacheable, copying
remote data to a local buffer (e.g. using ARMCI_Get) might
improve performance for some applications (Krishnan and
Nieplocha 2004).
The information on the system and task locality information are determined by ARMCI at the startup time
based on the hostname and other information and is
exploited internally to choose the underlying communication protocol ((Nieplocha, Ju, and Straatsma 2000). For
example, on clusters with SMP nodes, ARMCI does not
use network communication protocols when transferring
data between tasks residing on the same node.
3.6

Other Interfaces

In addition to the RMA interfaces, and primarily for internal use, ARMCI includes a small set of collective messagepassing operations, including broadcast, reduce, allreduce,
and barrier. In most cases, these operations are implemented as wrappers to collectives in the message-passing
library with which ARMCI is running. However, when
implemented independently using shared memory and
RMA operations, on some platforms they can deliver
performance competitive to MPI (Tipparaju, Nieplocha,
and Panda 2003).

Exposing System and Locality Information

When optimizing performance, it is sometimes useful to
exploit the task-mapping to the system hardware. For example, on clusters of SMP nodes, a programmer can choose
to use shared memory directly instead of RMA within each
SMP node. This is quite feasible because ARMCI_Malloc
allocates shared memory. On shared memory systems,
RMA operations such as put/get are implemented as
memory copies. These copies in some circumstances can
be avoided by accessing shared data directly. For example, this technique was used in (Krishnan and Nieplocha

4

Latency Hiding Mechanisms

The gap between processor and network communication
performance (especially with respect to latency) has been
growing despite the impressive progress in high-performance interconnect technology achieved during the last
decade. For example, in 1990 on the NCUBE/2 massively
parallel system employing a 2 Mflop/s processor, the
message-passing latency ranged from 65–130 µs, depending on the interface flavor. Today, the 1.5-GHz Itanium-2
processor is rated at 6 Gflop/s and is employed in Linux
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clusters connected with networks (e.g. Myrinet) that support ~10 µs latency at the MPI layer. This growing gap is
not specific to the commodity clusters. For example, the
Cray X1 processor is rated at 12.8 Gflop/s (MSP mode),
while the MPI latency is roughly the same as on the Pentium-4 based Linux clusters with Myrinet. Therefore, the
growing gap between CPU and communication latency is
a fundamental problem that requires attention in the design
of all layers of communication protocol stacks as well as
scalable parallel algorithms.
We can address the above issue only by combining
quality implementation of the communication interfaces
with algorithms capable of exploiting available mechanisms for latency tolerance. Latency tolerance (or latency
hiding) can be accomplished through different techniques,
including overlapping communication with computation
(Strumpen and Casavant 1994) by the use of nonblocking
communication (Culler et al. 1993; Baden and Fink 1998).
Another technique is coalescing small put/get messages
(i.e. aggregation) (Pham and Albrecht 1999) into larger
ones to eliminate startup cost (Bell et al. 2003) for as
many messages as possible and to improve network utilization.
4.1

Nonblocking Communication

Nonblocking operations initiate a communication call
and then return control to the application. The user who
wishes to exploit nonblocking communication as a technique for latency hiding by overlapping communication
with computation implicitly assumes that progress in
communication can be made in a purely computational
phase of the program execution when no communication
calls are made. Unfortunately, that assumption is often
not satisfied in practice—the availability of nonblocking
API does not guarantee that overlapping communication
with computation is always possible (White and Bova
1999). Because the RMA model is simpler than MPI (e.g.
it does not involve message-tag-matching or early arrival
of messages), in principle more opportunities for overlapping communication with computation are available.
However, we found that these opportunities are not automatically exploited by deriving implementations of nonblocking APIs from their blocking counterparts. For
example, the communication protocols used to optimize
blocking transfers of data from nonregistered memory by
pipelined copy and network communication through a set
of registered memory buffers (Nieplocha et al. 2002a) can
achieve very good performance by tuning the message
fragmentation in the pipeline (Wang et al. 1998). However, pipelining is not effective for nonblocking communication as memory copy requires the active host CPU
involvement and therefore reduces the potential for effective overlapping communication with computation. To
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increase the overlap, we expanded the use of direct (zerocopy) protocols on networks that require memory registration, such as Myrinet.
In ARMCI, a return from a nonblocking operation call
indicates a mere initiation of the data transfer process, and
the operation can be completed locally by making a call to
the wait routine. Waiting on a nonblocking put or an
accumulate operation ensures that data was injected into
the network and the user buffer can now be reused. Completing a get operation ensures that data has arrived into the
user memory and is ready for use. A wait operation ensures
only local completion. The library imposes a limit on the
number of outstanding requests allowed (if necessary, it
can transparently complete an old request and free up the
resources for a new request). For performance reasons (Kim
and Veidenbaum 1997), ARMCI supports only a weak consistency for operations targeting remote memory. Unlike
their blocking counterparts, the nonblocking operations are
not ordered with respect to the destination. Performance
is one reason; the other is that by ensuring ordering, we
incur additional and possibly unnecessary overhead on
applications that do not require ordered operations. When
necessary, ordering can be done by calling a fence operation, which is provided to the user to confirm remote
completion, if needed.
4.2

Implicit and Explicit Aggregation

Aggregation of requests is another mechanism for improving latency tolerance. Multiple nonblocking data transfer
(put/get) requests can be aggregated into a single data transfer operation to improve the data transfer rate. Especially
if there are multiple data transfer requests of small message
sizes, aggregating those requests into a single large request
reduces the latency, thus improving performance. This
technique is unique in its ability to sustain high bandwidth use and enables high throughput. Each of these
requests can be of a different size and independent of data
type. The aggregate data transfer operation is also independent of the type of put/get operation; that is, it can be
a combination of regular, strided, or vector put/get operations. Two types of aggregation are available: 1) explicit
aggregation, where the multiple requests are combined by
the user through the use of the strided or generalized I/O
vector data descriptor, and 2) implicit aggregation, where
the combining of individual requests is performed by
ARMCI.
Users can rely on a single aggregate handle to represent
multiple requests. Any number of operations to/from the
same processor can use the same aggregate handle. A wait
on such a handle completes all the aggregated requests.
For multiple small sends, aggregating is usually much
faster and gives better performance. Figure 8 illustrates the
aggregate data transfer. It shows that the descriptors of
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Fig. 8

Implicit aggregate data transfer.

multiple put requests are stored in an aggregate buffer
and, once the wait call is issued, the data transfer is completed.
5

High-Performance Implementation

The ARMCI model does not describe or assume any particular implementation model (for example, threads). One
of the primary design goals was to allow wide portability
of the library. Another goal was to allow an implementation that exploits the most efficient mechanisms available
on a given platform, which might involve active messages
(von Eicken et al. 1992), native contiguous/noncontiguous put/get, shared memory, and/or threads. For example,
depending on whatever solution delivers the best performance, ARMCI accumulate (atomic reduction) might
or might not have been implemented using the “owner
computes” rule. In particular, this rule is used on IBM SPs
where accumulate is executed inside the Active Message
handler on the processor that owns the remote data, whereas
on the Cray T3E the requesting processor performs the
calculations (by locking memory, copying data, accumulating, putting updated data back, and unlocking) without
interrupting the data-owner. On many clusters of workstations, the ARMCI data server thread/process on the
remote side acts as a representative of the destination
process. It receives the data and accumulates it into destination process memory (see Section 5.1).
On shared memory systems, ARMCI_Malloc provides
shared memory to the user. This approach greatly simplifies implementation and improves performance by allowing the library to use simply an optimized memory copy
rather than other more costly mechanisms for moving
data between separate address spaces. This is acceptable
in the libraries and compiler run-time systems we considered because they are responsible for the memory alloca-

tion and can easily use ARMCI_Malloc rather than the
local memory allocation. In addition, ARMCI provides a
memory allocator for local memory (ARMCI_Malloc_
local) and processor subgroups (ARMCI_Malloc_group)
(Krishnan et al. 2004). ARMCI_Malloc is a collective
memory allocator, whereas ARMCI_Malloc_local works
like the standard Malloc call.
On distributed-memory platforms, ARMCI uses a combination of the data server approach (described in Section 5.1)
and the native remote memory copy (e.g. SHMEM on
Cray T3E and LAPI on IBM SP GM for Myrinet based
clusters, VAPI for Mellanox Infiniband HCA-based clusters). Our previous work (Nieplocha and Carpenter 1999;
Nieplocha and Ju 2000; Nieplocha, Ju, and Straatsma
2000; Nieplocha et al. 2002a, 2003; Tipparaju, Nieplocha,
and Panda 2003; Tipparaju et al. 2004) discusses many
such protocols and their implementations on different
platforms. The ARMCI ports on shared memory systems
are based on the shared memory operations (Unicos shared
memory on the Cray J90 and Cray X1, System V on other
Unix systems, and memory mapped files on Windows NT)
and optimized remote memory copies for noncontiguous
data transfers. Mutual exclusion is implemented using
vendor-specific locks (on SGI, HP, Sun, Linux/Intel, CrayJ90), System V semaphores (remaining Unix systems), or
thread mutexes (Windows NT).
5.1 Thin-Wrapper vs Data Server
The preferred way of implementation is if the functionality required by an ARMCI call is directly provided to it by
the native communication layer. In that case, the call is
implemented as a thin wrapper to the corresponding
native communication call (Figure 9). On some platforms,

Fig. 9
tions.

Addressing portability in ARMCI implementa-
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on this network. ARMCI uses three techniques to address
the requirement for registered memory: 1) copying data
via preallocated registered memory buffers (we refer to
this as the host-based/buffered technique); 2) providing
on-demand dynamic memory registration and deregistration (or lazy deregistration) as a part of the data transfer;
and 3) providing the user with a memory-allocation interface that allocates registered memory underneath.

Fig. 10

Client-server architecture of ARMCI.

native communication protocols are limited in their ability to provide all the functionality ARMCI delivers to its
users.
On platforms with limited/no support for one-sided
operations, an extra “data server” process (Unix) or thread
is forked on each cluster node to service communication
requests from its clients, i.e. user MPI tasks (see Figure 10).
To prevent server thread/process in the absence of onesided communication requests from consuming resources
needed by the user processes, special care is needed to
reduce CPU use by using blocking wait as a default rather
than active polling of the network interfaces. ARMCI
does not rely on a polling operation but gives the user an
option to enable polling versus blocking on the data server
as a compile-time choice. In addition, if ARMCI detects
extra processing resources, it enables polling because it
does impact the overall application performance, thanks
to the sufficient CPU resources.
5.2

Multiple Communication Protocols

ARMCI has to work around several system and networkspecific constraints in its design of efficient communication protocols on several platforms. To deliver good performance despite the constraints, ARMCI implements and
switches between many communication protocols based
on a few system/network-specific parameters. One of the
biggest platform-specific constraints is the requirement
by network protocols such as GM and Infiniband to have
the memory they send-from/receive-to to be registered.
Unfortunately, for many systems on which these network
cards are used, the cost of registration/deregistration is
very high and the amount of memory that can be registered/locked is limited. This constraint has a profound
impact on the implementation strategies of user-level RMA
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5.2.1 Host-based/buffered baseline and pipelined protocols The host-based/buffered protocols involve movement of data from/to pre-allocated buffers. On systems
where the network can move data only from registered
memory, these buffers are registered on allocation. For
noncontiguous operations, the noncontiguous chunks of
data are packed into these pre-allocated buffers and sent
to a buffer on the remote side, where they are unpacked
and copied into the destination by the data server thread.
The ARMCI Put data-transfer operation illustrates how
the basic (referred to as baseline) and pipelined hostbased/buffered protocols are designed.
ARMCI Put comprises three phases (see Figure 11). 1)
A data copy is sent from the source data to the message
send buffer (a pre-pinned, pre-allocated buffer, allocated
when ARMCI is initialized), which we represent as the
COPYS phase. This copy is done in chunks of the sizes of
the message send buffer. 2) In the actual data-transmission phase, the gm_send_with_callback function is used
to transmit data in the message send buffer to the destination. In this phase, the data from the message send buffer
at the source node is DMAed to a receive buffer at the
destination node. This phase is represented as the XMIT
and RECV phase, where XMIT stands for an operation
performed at the sender NIC to DMA the data and RECV
represents an operation performed at the receiver to
receive the data into a receive buffer. 3) The data is copied to the destination memory location from the receive
buffer at the destination side, which is represented as the
COPYR phase.
We have designed and implemented a pipelined version of the ARMCI put operation, essentially pipelining
both the receiver and the sender side. In the pipeline, we
overlap the XMIT and the COPYS phase as well as the
RECV and the COPYR phase. The pipelined implementation has multiple send and receive buffers. Hence, the
COPYS phase here is overlapped with the XMIT and the
COPYR phase overlapped with RECV. Instead of copying one chunk of data, transmitting it, and then waiting
for an acknowledgement, we maintain a set of send buffers. Our analysis after timing the COPYS and the XMIT
phase shows that the ratio of time taken in the XMIT
phase to the time taken in the COPYS phase is between 1
and 3 for most message sizes. This implies that two buffers would be enough in most cases to efficiently fill the
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Fig. 11 Timeline of a host-based/buffered pipelined Put protocol.

pipeline and optimize the pipelined algorithm performance.
ARMCI Get is implemented along similar lines. Figure 12
shows the implementation of the host-based/buffered Get
protocol in ARMCI on platforms where contiguous DMA
Put is supported but DMA Get is not. The client that needs
to do the Get sends a request (Step 1) to the remote node.
The data server thread/process on the remote node receives
the request (Step 2). Here, the data server on the remote
side can take two paths, depending on if it can directly
DMA from the user data on its side (see Option A in Figure 12) or not (Option B in Figure 12). For cases when the
Get request is for non-contiguous data, even if the user
data is indirectly DMAable, it might not always be possible to DMA it. For cases when the data on the remote side
can directly be DMAed without being copied, the data
server DMAs from the user buffer (Step 3, Option B in

Figure 12). For cases when the data cannot be directly
DMAed from the user buffer, the data server copies the
data into an internal DMAable buffer (Step 3, Option A in
Figure 12) and then DMAs it from the internal buffer to
the internal buffer on the client. The client, on receipt of
the data into its internal buffer, moves it into the destination.
This protocol requires a copy on both sides. By breaking
the message into chunks and moving data from one chunk
while the previous chunk is being copied, a significant
percentage of the copy cost is hidden. By overlapping the
data copy with data transmission, and breaking up the
message in such a way that the first chunk is smaller than
the rest, this copy-based protocol hides some of the cost
associated with copying the data by overlapping it with
the reception of the next chunk (Nieplocha et al. 2003).
On systems where the copy bandwidth is higher than network bandwidth, the copy of the current chunk may be
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Fig. 12

Host-based/buffered pipelined Get protocol.

completed while the next chunk is arriving. However, this
scheme is useful when data cannot be registered or if the
user data is in small noncontiguous chunks. An analysis
of performance to be expected with this method is done in
(Nieplocha et al. 2003).
5.2.2 On-demand dynamic memory registration protocols Many communication protocols such as GM, VIA,
InfiniBand, and Hitachi-RDMA can send/receive from only
registered memory because of the way network cards work.
The cost of registration is platform/OS-specific and is
usually high. Because the registered memory cannot be
swapped out by the operating system, there is also a limit
on how much memory can be registered at a given time
(hence, registering the entire memory in the system is not an
option on machines with virtual memory). For message
sizes where registration is cheaper than copying the data,
ARMCI switches to a protocol that registers/unregisters
the user memory dynamically. This on-demand registration
is particularly useful when the data size to be transmitted is
large and contiguous. ARMCI sends a message to the
remote-side data server to register the destination memory, meanwhile attempting to register the local memory.
After an acknowledgement from the remote side that the
registration was successful, the data transfer is completed
as a direct/zero-copy data transfer (Nieplocha et al. 2002a).
5.2.3 Zero-copy/host-assisted zero-copy protocols
By providing interfaces to allocate registered memory
and using on-demand dynamic memory registration,
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ARMCI attempts to use zero-copy protocols wherever
possible and beneficial. Another extension to the zerocopy protocols is useful on networks that do not support
RDMA Read or have limited-performance or low-performance RDMA Read (e.g. SCI). The client doing the get
operation sends a request to the helper thread on the remote
node. The helper thread, upon receiving a get request, initiates a RDMA put and then resumes polling/blocking.
As a result, request processing overhead on the remote
host is very little. We verified the effectiveness of this
approach on the Myrinet GM 1.6 (Myricom 1999). The
ARMCI Get latency dropped from 27 µs to 24 µs by using
the host-assisted approach. Get bandwidth improved from
198 MB for copy based protocol to 244 MBps for hostassisted zero-copy contiguous get, thereby showing that
this approach is not just high-performance but also adaptive to the platforms that do not have support for RDMA
read.
This host-assisted zero-copy approach is a little more
involved for noncontiguous data transfers. This approach
for noncontiguous data transfers can be implemented
only on networks that provide some limited noncontiguous data transfer functionality (e.g. VIA, IBA VAPI noncontiguous send/recv). Because a noncontiguous data
transfer would involve transfer of multiple segments of
data, our strategy is to use the scatter/gather messagepassing feature where available (e.g. IBA) to achieve the
zero-copy transfer (Tipparaju et al. 2004). For a hostassisted zero-copy get (Figure 13), the source node posts
a scatter-receive descriptor to receive the vector/strided
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Fig. 13

Host assisted Get protocol for noncontiguous data.

data and then sends a request to the remote host with the
remote stride/vector information. The helper thread on
the remote host receives the request and then posts a corresponding VAPI gather-send by converting the stride/
vector information in the request message into a VAPI
gather-send descriptor.
6

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present experimental results demonstrating the performance of ARMCI in the context of two
classes of microbenchmarks. One class illustrates the
performance of ARMCI operations by comparing them
to the native communication protocols and MPI and measuring certain characteristics, such as the potential for
overlapping communication with computations or the
effectiveness of aggregation. The second class shows the
performance of ARMCI implementation of two application kernels: NAS Multi-Grid (MG) and sparse matrix
vector multiplication. The purpose in this case is to demonstrate the performance improvement ARMCI can deliver
to applications. The four platforms on which these benchmarks were run are as follows:
• a dual processor 1-GHz Itanium2 cluster with Mellanox A1 “Cougar” cards at Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNNL), hereafter referred to as the Infiniband cluster;
• a dual processor 1.5-GHz Itanium2 processor cluster
with Quadrics Elan4 cards, the supercomputer at PNNL,
hereafter referred to as the Elan4 cluster;
• a dual processor 2.4-GHz Pentium-4 Linux cluster with
Myrinet-2000 (M3F-PCI64C-2 cards) at the State Uni-

Table 1
ARMCI Put/Get latency on various platforms
Latency
Put
(microseconds)

Latency
Get
(microseconds)

Myrinet Cluster

12.8

17.8

Cray X1

2.0

2.1

Elan4 cluster

2.45

4.56

Infiniband Cluster

7.4

16.0

Network Protocol

versity of New York at Buffalo, hereafter referred to as
the Myrinet cluster;
• a Cray X1 massively parallel vector supercomputer at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
ARMCI Put/Get latency on these platforms is shown in
Table 1.
6.1

ARMCI Microbenchmarks

The first benchmark is designed to demonstrate the
performance of ARMCI Put and Get operations. It also
demonstrates the effectiveness of the low-overhead
implementation of these operations over the native communication protocols.
Figure 14 shows ARMCI Put and ARMCI Get bandwidth on the Infiniband cluster. ARMCI’s port over Infiniband has been written on top of Mellanox VAPI, which is
based on Infiniband Verbs (InfiniBand Trade Association 2000). Hence Figure 14 also shows the bandwidth of
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Fig. 14 Bandwidth in ARMCI Put/Get in comparison to
raw VAPI Get/Put and MPI Send/Recv on Infiniband
Cluster.

VAPI RDMA Put and RDMA Get on an Infiniband cluster, to demonstrate that the overhead ARMCI introduces
over the native communication protocols is very low.
VAPI RDMA bandwidth data was obtained from the bandwidth test distributed by Mellanox along with their VAPI
libraries. Figure 14 also shows how the bandwidth of
ARMCI Put and Get operations compares to the MPI
Send/Recv bandwidth. MPI Send/Recv timings in this
graph are measured with a nonblocking send/receive-based
test (Nowlab). From the graph, it is evident that ARMCI
Get and Put operations performance is very close to that
of the native communication protocols. In Figure 14, the
gap between the ARMCI Put performance and VAPI
RDMA Send is primarily because in the Mellanox bandwidth test we used pipelined multiple sends.
Figure 15 shows ARMCI Put and ARMCI Get bandwidth on the Myrinet cluster along with MPI Send/Recv
and the native RDMA Write (i.e. put) on the Myrinet
cluster. Because these numbers were taken on a cluster
running GM 1.6.4 that did not offer the gm_get operation
(introduced in GM 2.0), we were not able to compare
ARMCI Get with native RDMA get. To obtain the MPI
bandwidth data, a standard Send/Recv test was used. GM
bandwidth was measured with the test provided by Myricom (1999). It is evident from the ARMCI Put performance that it does not incur much overhead over the native
GM RDMA. Figure 16 compares the performance of
ARMCI Put with MPI Send/Recv and the Native RDMA
Put on the Quadrics Elan-4 cluster. The benchmark used
here clearly shows that ARMCI operations introduce very
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Fig. 15 Bandwidth in ARMCI Put/Get in comparison to
raw GM Get/Put and MPI Send/Recv on Myrinet cluster.

low overhead over the native Quadrics protocols. ARMCI
does quite well compared to MPI because it avoids the
usual tag-matching overheads that the message-passing
libraries have to provide.
We also measured the performance of MPI send/receive
operations and the ARMCI Get/Put operations on Cray X1
(Figure 17). The Cray X1 supercomputer combines vector
processing with distributed shared memory system architecture, where memory is physically distributed with each
processor, yet logically shared by all processors in the
system. This allows direct load/store access to all memory, which is physically distributed in the system. On
the Cray X1, ARMCI Put/Get operations are a thin
wrapper to their low-latency, high-bandwidth memory

Fig. 16 Bandwidth in ARMCI Put/Get in comparison to
Raw Elan4 Get/Put and MPI Send/Recv on the Elan4
cluster.
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Fig. 17 ARMCI Get in comparison to MPI Send/Recv
on Cray X1.

copy. Thus ARMCI Put/Get performance on this machine
reflects the performance of their optimized memory
copy.
6.1.1 Performance of noncontiguous data transfer
In this microbenchmark, we evaluated the effectiveness
of the strided get interface in terms of reducing the data
transfer cost compared to the contiguous interface called
for individual contiguous segments of the data. The data
transfer involved square patches (n × n) of a two-dimensional array of doubles (N × N). In the contiguous (1D) case,
n nonblocking get operations were issued, each transferring n*8 bytes, followed by wait calls completing all outstanding operations. This was compared to performance

Fig. 18

of blocking ARMCI_GetS (strided get) that moved all
data in one call. Figure 18 demonstrates the effectiveness
of the strided call implementations on Myrinet and Infiniband. For large strided transfers on Infiniband cluster, we
use the host-assisted zero-copy approach (Tipparaju et al.
2004). On Myrinet, ARMCI_GetS overlaps packing and
transmission of remote data with unpacking on the local
side (Nieplocha et al. 2003).
The left side of Figure 18 shows the performance
ARMCI 2D and 2D on top of ARMCI 1D for the Infiniband cluster. For the actual range of messages, the largest
contiguous segment was only 4 KB, which explains that
the network saturation bandwidth was not achieved. For
this test, the ARMCI 2D request is directly translated to
VAPI scatter/gather request and is transmitted and received
without any data copies. Hence the performance of each
data point reflects the performance of the VAPI scatter/
gather request for that message size. The right side of
Figure 18 shows the performance ARMCI 2D and 2D on
top of ARMCI 1D for the Myrinet cluster. In case of the
two networks, the results demonstrate the value of noncontiguous interfaces and underlying implementation in
terms of improving performance over the contiguous
interfaces.
6.1.2 Overlap test This experiment deals with overlapping communication with computation, and it was
performed in the context of ARMCI and MPI on an IA32
Linux cluster with Myrinet. The objective of this test is to
measure the percentage of the total amount of the communication time that can be overlapped as a result of using
the nonblocking calls. We consider this a good measure
of the effectiveness of a nonblocking call. In the ARMCI
version, the computation is incorporated in the program

Performance of ARMCI noncontiguous data transfer.
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Fig. 19 Percentage computation overlap for increasing message sizes for MPI and ARMCI direct (zerocopy) and buffered-pipelined (Section 5.2.1) protocols.

in the form of a delay. An increasing amount of computation is gradually inserted between the initiating nonblocking
get call and the wait completion call. As we keep increasing the computation, at some point the sum of the nonblocking call issue overhead and computation would
exceed the idle CPU time, and hence the total benchmark
running time would increase. This point gives us the
maximum possible overlap. We performed this experiment on two nodes with one node issuing the nonblocking get for data located on the other, and then waiting for
the transfer to be completed in the ARMCI_Wait call.
The timings were averaged over 1000 iterations. We
have measured the performance of this microbenchmark
for ARMCI direct and buffered protocols. For the direct
protocols, no copy is required on local or remote side and
hence the remote side overhead just involves initiation of
data transfer. For the buffered protocols, when remote
memory is registered and contiguous, processing on the
remote side does not involve any copies. However, if the
remote memory is not registered, a cost of copying data
into a registered buffer is incurred on the remote side
(Tipparaju et al. 2004). We also implemented an MPI
version of the above benchmark because our motivation
was to compare the percentage of the total data transfer
time available to the application to do computation both
in ARMCI and in the MPI nonblocking send/receive
operations. In MPI, if the node needs a portion of data
from another node, it sends a request and waits on a nonblocking receive for the response. We measured the computation overlap for both the ARMCI and the MPI
versions of the benchmark, and the results are plotted in
Figure 19.
We observe that on Myrinet, ARMCI offers a higher
level of overlap than MPI. The buffered protocol is able
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to achieve about 90% overlap. For large messages, this
percentage drops because of time involved in copying to
the destination buffer. In the direct protocol, we are able
to overlap almost the entire time (greater than 99%)
except the time involved in issuing the nonblocking get.
The difference between two protocols also represents the
overhead the buffered protocol imposes on the remote
side. The MPI version does reasonably well up to message size 16 kb. At 16 kb and beyond, the MPI implementation switches to rendezvous protocol. This has a
serious impact on the computation overlap because the
handshake involved in the protocol occurs in MPI_Wait.
Hence, the only part that can be overlapped is until the
receipt of “request to send” and not until the actual data
transfer is completed. There have been several studies
trying to analyze and benchmark the MPI overlap. The
experimental results illustrating limited opportunities for
overlapping communication and computation are consistent with findings reported for multiple MPI implementations in Liu et al. (2003), White and Bova (1999)
and Lawry et al. (2002). White and Bova (1999) describe
some experiments to analyze and test the overlap for
basic asynchronous MPI calls for MPI implementation
on different platforms. Another related paper (Lawry et
al. 2002) provides a portable benchmark suite for assessing overlap. One of the methods relies on polling to
advance progress, and the authors use another metric,
availability, for their assessment. Our benchmark does
not introduce additional MPI library calls for making
progress, looks for plain overlap performance gains, and
is probably more representative of how real applications
use nonblocking communication.
6.1.3 Aggregation test A simple benchmark test was
written to compare the performance of regular, vector,
and implicit aggregate put/get operations. In the test,
1000 values of type double located in nonadjacent memory locations were transferred using 1000 calls to regular
nonblocking put and get calls, with and without enabling
aggregation. Also, 1000 doubles were stored in a vector
descriptor and transferred in a single vector operation to
measure the overhead of the aggregation over the single
vector call. The experiments were performed on the 500MHz Pentium-III Linux cluster with Giganet cLAN
(VIA) at PNNL, a Power-3 IBM-SP at NERSC, and a
Pentium-4 Linux cluster with Myrinet at SUNY Buffalo.
Figure 20 shows that aggregation is helpful in reducing
the data transfer time over the regular put/get operation
in all cases. This is primarily because aggregation avoids
the cost involved in sending multiple small requests and
hence avoids protocol processing and calls initiation
costs. The graph also indicates that aggregating multiple
data transfer requests performs almost as well as a single
vector operation.
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Fig. 20 Performance of aggregate data transfer over
regular data transfer.

6.2

Application Microkernels

Performance numbers obtained in standalone communication microbenchmarks may not reflect the actual impact
of the underlying implementation protocols on the performance of real applications. A very significant issue that
an application performance brings to light is the ability of
the communication layer to make progress with minimal
to no remote host involvement.
6.2.1 NAS MG The NAS parallel benchmarks are
a set of programs designed as part of the National Aeronautic and Space Administration (NASA) Numerical
Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS) program originally to
evaluate supercomputers. They mimic the computation

and data movement characteristics of large-scale computations. Our starting point was the NPB 2.4 (Nieplocha,
Harrison, and Littlefield 1996) implementation written
in MPI and distributed by NASA. We modified NAS
MultiGrid (MG) to replace point-to-point blocking and
nonblocking message-passing communication calls with
ARMCI nonblocking RMA communication. The NASMG MultiGrid benchmark solves Poisson’s equation in
three dimensions using a multigrid V-cycle. The multigrid benchmark carries out computation at a series of
levels, and each level of the V-cycle defines a grid at a
successively coarser resolution. This implementation of
MG from NAS is said to approximate the performance a
typical user can expect for a portable parallel program on
a distributed memory computer. NAS benchmarks are
categorized into different classes, varying in the problem
size used and the number of iterations for which the solver
is run.
ARMCI implementation of NAS MG uses the lowoverhead ARMCI operations. Because of the low local
and remote protocol processing overhead and the zero-copy
protocols, ARMCI implementation of this benchmark
outperforms the original MPI implementation. On the
Infiniband cluster (Figure 21) for class A, ARMCI shows
an improvement of 14% to 25% over message-passing
implementation on the benchmarks. For Class B, with the
same problem size as class A but more iterations, by using
ARMCI implementation, a 14% to 27% improvement can
be seen over the original message-passing implementation. On the Myrinet cluster (Figure 22) for class A,
ARMCI shows a 28% to 46% improvement over the reference MPI implementation. For Class B, ARMCI shows
a 30% to 45% improvement over the reference MPI implementation. For Class C, ARMCI implementation outperforms MPI by 30% to 40%.

Fig. 21 Execution times of the Class A (left), B (Right) of the NAS MG benchmark using MPI, ARMCI on the InfiniBand cluster.
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Fig. 22 Execution times (presented on the logarithmic
scale) of the Class A, B, and C of the NAS MG benchmark using MPI, ARMCI on the GM cluster.

6.2.2 Sparse matrix-vector multiplication benchmark Sparse matrix-vector multiplication is one of the
most common computational kernels. In solving linear
systems, it is written in the form Ax = b, where A is an
n × n nonsingular sparse matrix, b is an n-dimensional
vector, and x is an n-dimensional vector of unknowns.
In this benchmark, one of the sparse matrices (Figure 23a) from the Harwell-Boeing collection (Parkin et
al. 1997) is used to test the matrix-vector multiplication.
The sparse matrix size is 41,092 and has 1,683,902
(0.1%) non-zero elements. The experiments were conducted on the Linux cluster at PNNL (dual node, 1-GHz

Itanium-2, Myrinet-2000 interconnect). Sparse matrixvector multiplication was done with aggregation enabled
and disabled. The sparse matrix and the vector are distributed among processors. Instead of gathering the entire
vector, each process caches the vector elements corresponding to the non-zero element columns of its locally
owned sparse matrix. When aggregation is enabled, all
the get calls corresponding to a single processor are aggregated into a single request, thus reducing the overall latency
and improving the data transfer rate.
Figure 23b shows that aggregation significantly outperforms the regular put/get version of the code in all
cases and scales well. Figure 24 shows two bars for each
processor in a 32-processor run of the sparse matrix-vector multiplication. Each of these bars represents the time
taken for communication on each processor. The left bar
shows the time taken for communication when the multiple small data transmission requests are initiated, and the
right bar shows the time for communication when all
these small requests in each step are aggregated using the
ARMCI aggregate get and put interfaces. The time for
multiple data transmissions on each processor is very
high due to the local and remote overhead involved in
processing each individual small request. Aggregation
addresses this overhead by aggregating these multiple
small requests into one large request. In addition, better
bandwidth may be achieved when the data size of each
transmission is increased. It is clear from Figure 24 that
time spent communicating on each processor is much
less when these requests are aggregated. The communication spent on each processor in Figure 24, when not
aggregating, is different for different processors because
the number of messages sent to each processor is not the
same.

Fig. 23 (a) Harwell-Boeing Sparse Matrix—a finite element problem. (b) Sparse matrix-vector multiplication benchmark results.
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Fig. 24 Time spent on communication on each processor in the sparse matrix vector multiplication in a 32-processor case.

7

Conclusions

This paper described ARMCI, a high-performance portable
communication library that specializes in remote memory
access communication. The paper described the approach
and differences between ARMCI and other systems that
provide RMA communication. The distinguishing features
of ARMCI are simple progress rules, availability of optimized interfaces for noncontiguous data transfers, widespread portability, and high performance delivered through
a combination of different protocols and methods selected
on individual platforms. The targeted use for ARMCI is
development of libraries and run-time systems rather than
end-user applications. In this context, ARMCI was shown to
deliver performance that closely matched that of the native
low-level communication protocols while providing a portable interface. In addition to being used for optimizing the
performance of application kernels, the ARMCI library
has been found useful for developing and supporting Global Arrays, portable SHMEM, and portable Co-Array
Fortran compilers. For the last five years, it has been used
succesfully (directly and indirectly) in large and complex
applications running on a variety of modern platforms.
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